This color chart is only a visual aid in selecting colors. Actual colors may vary slightly due to the difference in mediums.
ACRYLIC OPTIONS

LADYBUG
ID# CD101

WATERMELON
ID# CD102

TIGER STRIPES
ID# CD103

ZEBRA
ID# CD104

MEXICAN FLAG
ID# CD105

AMERICAN FLAG
ID# CD106

8 BALL
ID# CD107

BASEBALL
ID# CD108

RAINBOW
ID# CD109

CRAZY COW
ID# CD110

TIE DYE
ID# CD111

CANDY DOTS
ID# CD112

CUSTOM DESIGNS
involved in. is more comfortable to wear, because it dentition and allows your patient to and consistent thickness for a smooth and process provides you with a seamless design. Orange Red

Yellow Blue

White

CUSTOM MULTICOLOR COMBINATIONS

ID# MG101

ID# MG102

ID# MG103

ID# MG104

ID# MG105

ID# MG106

ID# MG107

ID# MG108

ID# MG109

ID# MG110

ID# MG111

ID# MG112

Helmet Strap Attachment

Fabrication Requirements:

Bite registration provided and fused together. A 1-2mm airway tunnel

Upper and lower stone model.

8 BALL

PURPLE

SPORT

ID# MG108

ID# MG109

ID# MG112

Multicolor

Mesh Reinforcement

Orthodontic Relief

Occlusal Indexing

Positioners/Elastodontics

Pattern Designs

Great Lakes’ unique Biostar

Great Lakes Lab-Supplied Decals

All mouthguards available in the following solid colors: Clear, Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow, Purple, White and Black. Name and decals supplied by the customer can be incorporated into appliance fabrication.

Eight Ball

ID# MG108

ID# MG109

ID# MG112

Red

Multi-Color

Green

White

Black

Orange

Blue

Yellow

Purple

Multi-Color

ID# MG104

ID# MG105

ID# MG106

ID# MG107

ID# MG108

ID# MG109

ID# MG110

ID# MG111

ID# MG112

Additional Features

Heavy duty, rugged construction provides

breakaway

durable, long-lasting

comfortable fit. This positive pressure

dentition, adolescent to adult-sized dental arch in moderate contact sports.

Ideal design for low-impact sports (universal style). Names and decals

Maxillary and mandibular laminated mouthguards are articulated with

Dr. Betty Young

Sandy Olszanski, Janice Gruber

(Paperback), Lab Customer Service

Helmet Strap Attachment

Custom Multicolor Combinations

Helmet Strap Attachment